We characterise the distribution of quasars within dark matter halos using a direct measurement technique for the first time at redshifts as high as z ∼ 1. Using the Planck Sunyaev-Zeldovich (SZ) catalogue for galaxy groups and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) DR12 quasar dataset, we assign host clusters/groups to the quasars and make a measurement of the mean number of quasars within dark matter halos as a function of halo mass. We find that a simple power-law fit of log N = (2.11 ± 0.01) log(M) − (32.77 ± 0.11) can be used to model the quasar fraction in dark matter halos. This suggests that the quasar fraction increases monotonically as a function of halo mass even to redshifts as high as z ∼ 1.
Introduction
Quasars are tracers of highly active galaxies that can be used to analyze structure in the Universe at extremes of distance and luminosity. Since they act as a promising probe for exploring the large-scale cosmic web at high redshifts, cosmological studies of quasars have become increasingly popular since quasars were first discovered in the 1960s (Schmidt 1963; Greenstein 1963) . The very high luminosity of quasars is believed to arise from the enormous amount of gas accretion on to the supermassive black hole (SMBH) at the centre of quasar host galaxies (Lynden-Bell 1969; Soltan 1982) . Since galaxies are located inside dark matter halos and SMBH form inside massive galaxies, it is expected that the central SMBHs that drive quasars should have gravitational connections with their host dark matter halos. In particular, quantitative measurements of quasar clustering have provided hints about the host dark matter halos of quasars, and hence the connection between quasars, galaxy evolution, and large scale structure (e.g., Croom et al. 2004; Porciani et al. 2004; Croom et al. 2005; Gilli et al. 2005; Myers et al. 2006 Myers et al. , 2007a Coil et al. 2007; Shen et al. 2007 Shen et al. , 2009 Shen et al. , 2013 Wake et al. 2008; Ross et al. 2009; Coil et al. 2009; Hickox et al. 2009 Hickox et al. , 2011 Krumpe et al. 2010 Krumpe et al. , 2012 Krumpe et al. , 2015 Allevato et al. 2011; Cappelluti et al. 2012; White et al. 2012; Mountrichas et al. 2013; Koutoulidis et al. 2013; Eftekharzadeh et al. 2015 Eftekharzadeh et al. , 2017 .
At present, clustering measurements of quasars can be fully interpreted within the framework of the Halo Occupation Distribution (HOD; e.g., Wake et al. 2008; Shen et al. 2010; Miyaji et al. 2011; Starikova et al. 2011; Allevato et al. 2011; Richardson et al. 2012 Richardson et al. , 2013 Kayo & Oguri 2012; Shen et al. 2013) , which characterizes the bias of quasars in terms of individual host halo masses. The HOD is defined as the probability P(N|M) that a halo of mass M contains N objects of a given type (here, quasars), depending on the distribution of the objects within the halo (Zheng & Weinberg 2007) . Despite the promising application of HOD modeling to infer quasar clustering, choices of the correct HOD prescription remain largely degenerate when fitting the two-point correlation (2PCF) function to quasar clustering measurements (e.g. Richardson et al. 2012; Kayo & Oguri 2012; Chatterjee et al. 2013) .
Given the failure of the 2PCF, alone, to distinguish between HOD models, additional observational constraints are critical to better constrain HOD parameters. Recent measurements have directly constrained the mean occupation function (MOF) of quasars at low redshift (0.1 ≤ z ≤ 0.3) by cross-correlating quasars and clusters identified in Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) data (Chatterjee et al. 2013, C13 hereafter) . This direct method is model-independent and is free from a priori theoretical biases. We note that in C13 we showed that at lower redshifts the mean occupation function of quasars strongly prefers a monotonically increasing function of halo mass. However in some HOD models it was suggested that the quasar occupation function falls off as a function of halo mass beyond a halo mass threshold of typically 10 13−13.5 M ⊙ (e.g., Kayo & Oguri 2012) . Our measurements were in contradiction to those models but at a redshift where the quasar number densities are typically very low.
In this work, we perform a similar measurement to obtain the observational MOF of quasars extending to z ≤ 1.0 to check if the C13 findings are consistent with quasar fraction measured at higher redshifts and if they are indeed monotonically increasing function of halo mass. To do this we directly match quasars drawn from the SDSS with the PlanckSZ catalog (Planck Collaboration et al. 2015) of galaxy clusters to obtain the fraction of quasars within dark matter halos. Estimating the direct observational MOF for quasars at a range of redshift intervals allows the MOF of quasars to be determined both directly and through estimates of the spatial correlation function, allowing the degeneracy in HOD models to be broken.
The paper is organized as follows. In §2 we describe our datasets and methodology. We present and discuss our results in §3. Throughout the paper, we have assumed a flat ΛCDM cosmology with Ω m = 0.28, Ω Λ = 0.72, and h = 0.71 Planck Collaboration et al. (2016) .
Datasets and Methodology
We utilise the SDSS-DR12 quasar catalog (Alam et al. 2015) and the Planck SunyaevZeldovich (SZ) (Planck Collaboration et al. 2015) cluster data for our analysis. In the next sections we give a brief description of our datasets and outline our methodology for constructing the MOF.
Datasets
To assign the quasars to their host dark matter halos, we use the updated all-sky Planck 
Methodology
We followed the method introduced by Ho et al. (2009) and C13 to characterize the host dark matter halos of quasars. We constructed a cylinder with a base radius θ 200 and a height 2∆z centered on each galaxy cluster center. Here, θ 200 is the angular equivalent of R 200 in projected space and R 200 is the radius at which the mean density of a cluster is 200 times the mean matter density of the Universe (Navarro et al. 1996) . We estimate the base radius of the cylinder using the relationship between M 200 and R 200 from the virial theorem. Ho et al. (2009) compute the cluster mass in terms of the critical density (ρ c ) of the Universe. We, instead, adopt the mass definition prescribed by C13, who verified that replacing ρ c by ρ mean (the mean density of the Universe) produces similar results.
In the Planck sample, the cluster masses are provided in terms of M 500 . We converted M 500 to M 200 using the relation M 200 /M 500 = 1.5, which we estimated from the mass profile of Navarro et al. (1996) . We note that the differences in mass and the sizes thereof (radii of clusters) introduced by the choice of mass definitions or their variations in redshifts, hardly affects the measurement of the MOF since the sample sizes are small and the statistical uncertainties are large. We would like to note that these systematic issues would become important if we have a larger matched sample (of higher statistical power) of quasars and clusters in future surveys.
We assign a quasar to a cluster host if | θ q − θ c |≤ θ 200 and | z q − z c |≤ ∆z. Here, θ and z denote position and redshift, and the subscripts "c" and "q" denote the cluster and the quasar, respectively. ∆z is the uncertainty in the measurement of the redshifts, which mostly arises from a combination of the relative velocity between the quasar and the cluster center, and the error in measuring the quasar and the cluster redshifts.
C13 used a mock catalog to test for biases arising from choice of ∆z, cluster radius and other parameters in the reconstruction of the MOF (see C13 for more details). Following C13 we adopt ∆z = 0.03. Here we want to note a significant difference of our cluster sample with that of the MaxBCG sample used in C13. The MaxBCG cluster sample was a photometric sample and the error on cluster redshifts was 0.01 (Koester et al. 2007 ). This error dominated the redshift error budget since the redshift error on the spectroscopically selected quasar sample is insignificant.
In the planck catalog a large number of the clusters have spectroscopic redshifts. However a substantial number of our clusters do have photometric redshifts too. In stead of trying to construct a complicated redshift selection function we have adopted a flat ∆z = 0.03 corresponding to the highest redshift errors in our PSZ1 clusters. We have also varied our choice of ∆z to observe its effect on the measured mean occupation function. We note that our results are mildly sensitive to the choice of ∆z and the changes are lower than the statistical error on our measurement of the occupation function.
We detected a total of 19 quasars within a sample of 913 host halos in the redshift range z ≤ 1.0. This corresponds to a quasar number density of 6.1 × 10 −10 h 3 Mpc −3 in galaxy clusters at the relevant redshifts. Since we had very few quasars detected in clusters, we simply performed a volume average to get an estimate of the number density. It is important to note that in our selection each quasar is assigned a unique host, but a given host (cluster) can have multiple quasars. After obtaining the host halos of the quasars, we use the M 200 value of each host cluster to calculate the quasar fraction as a function of host dark matter halo mass. We assume that the error on quasar number counts is Poisson, which follows from the fact that the number distribution of quasars in each halo mass bin follows a sub-Poisson distribution in the presence of both central and satellite components (Degraf et al. 2011; Chatterjee et al. 2012, C12 hereafter) . C13 showed that the quasar MOF increases monotonically with mass within the redshift range (0.1 ≤ z ≤ 0.3). Our measurements show that this increase in the quasar fraction with mass is observed out to even higher redshifts (z ≤ 1.0).
Results and Discussion
The MOF measurement by C13 utilised a sample of galaxy groups drawn from the MaxBCG catalog (Koester et al. 2007 ). The huge scatter between optical-richness and cluster mass in this sample (33%; Rykoff et al. 2012 ) introduced a substantial uncertainty when estimating the mass of quasar hosts. There is, on the other hand, a tight correlation between SZ flux and cluster mass for the PSZ1 dataset, meaning that the error in mass estimation for our measurement is substantially less (≤ 10%; Planck Collaboration et al. 2015) than for C13.
Given that our measurements are reasonably uncertain in both dimensions of the log(M) − log N plane, we use a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach to fit a power-law model to our observed quasar MOF. Hogg et al. (2010) and Robotham & Obreschkow (2016) discuss rigorous approaches to modeling data that have multidimensional Gaussian uncertainties. We outline the fitting algorithm that we adopted in Appendix A, from which we obtain a best-fit power-law model of log N = (2.11 ± 0.01) log(M) − (33.77 ± 0.11)
Earlier, we discussed how the lack of a physically motivated theoretical model for the quasar MOF can lead to degeneracies when attempting to use the 2PCF of quasars to constrain the quasar HOD. The main purpose of our work in this paper was to break this degeneracy by directly measuring the quasar MOF. R12 measured a monotonically increasing MOF using the parameterization of C12, which provided a reasonable fit to the 2PCF of SDSS DR7 quasars and that of X-ray selected active galactic nuclei (AGN; Richardson et al. 2013) , as well as that of infrared selected quasars (Mitra 2016) . Kayo & Oguri (2012) , however, used the same dataset to infer that the quasar fraction monotonically decreases with host halo mass.
As mentioned above, Kayo & Oguri (2012) and R12 used the same 2PCF function of Sloan quasars and used two different HOD parameterization to fit the data. Both the groups obtained similar host halo mass scales, while there was a difference in satellite fraction as well as the high mass tail of the HOD. The median redshifts of these two measurements were z ∼ 1.4 respectively. These two modeling with substantially different HODs led C13 to perform a direct measurement of the HOD using cluster and quasar samples. The best-fit power-law slope for the MOF obtained by C13 strongly favors (≥∼ 10σ) a monotonically increasing quasar occupation function with host halo mass.
While the measured MOF of C13 essentially favored the HOD prescription of R12, it was not sufficient to make strong inferences about it. This was because the 2PCF and the HOD analysis of R12 and Kayo & Oguri (2012) were perfomed at much higher redshift (z ∼ 1.4) than for C13, and it is certainly possible that the quasar HOD evolves with redshift. Therefore, for a complete interpretation of the functional form of the quasar occupation function, we extend our MOF measurement to higher redshifts (z ≤ 1). We note that our results apply to both higher redshift clusters and higher mass clusters than those used in C13 (see left panel of Fig. 2 ).
In the current high redshift work Kayo & Oguri (2012) model has been even more strongly ruled out (≥∼ 50σ) since we do see a quasar fraction that is very significantly increasing with halo mass. We emphasize that both C13 and the current work uses a completely model independent technique to measure the fraction of quasars in dark matter halos as a function of halo mass.
We thus infer that the direct measurement strongly rules out quasar MOF models where quasar fraction falls-off at the high mass tail of the halo mass function.
It is interesting to note that the power-law slope (2.11 ± 0.01) we measure for the MOF of our high-redshift and high-mass sample is significantly steeper than the low-mass low-redshift slope (0.53 ± 0.04) of C13. According to C12, the quasar occupation fraction in dark matter halos increases beyond a mass scale where the quasar occupation is dominated by satellites. This broken-power-law behaviour is observed if we visually compare the current work with that of C13 (see Fig. 2 ). We note that neither the current measurement nor the measurement of C13 alone provided any statistically significant constraint on the C12 model. It is useful to jointly fit the C12 model combining the measurements of C13 and the current work to put constraints on the C12 parameters. Our joint fit did prefer the C12 model, but with high degeneracies between the C12 parameters. We also emphasize that such an analysis would require combining the selection functions of the MaxBCG and PlanckSZ catalogs in a meaningful manner. We thus propose to do this comparison with the MaxBCG and the high redshift RedMapper catalog (Rykoff et al. 2014) which are both optically selected cluster samples and have more uniformity in their selection functions.
Our direct measurements of the quasar MOF may appear to be quite different to the HOD constraints from R12 plotted in Fig. 2 . However, we note that the HOD inferred in R12 (black shaded region in Fig. 2 ) is based on the C12 parameterization which proposes a softened step function based occupation fraction for the central quasars and a power law occupation of the satellites. R12 obtained a satellite occupation slope of 0.62
−0.1 . Due to the small sample size of our quasars-in-clusters sample we do not have the scope to model the central and satellite occupation separately.
We also note that the halo mass scales used in this study are likely to have substantial satellite occupation. Hence we used a simple power-law model to fit our data, which is mainly a characterstic of a satellite population. We also note that in the 2PCF measurements majority of the quasars were residing in halos in the mass scale ∼ 10 12−12.5 M ⊙ (preferred halo mass of quasars) and the quasar occupation at the high mass tail was a natural extrapolation of the measurement that is mostly sensitive to lower mass halos. In the direct work however, our goal is find the quasar fraction at the high mass tail. This induces a difference in the number density of quasars in our samples and hence careful consideration is required while comparing these two measurements.
From Fig. 2 we see that the inferred MOFs from our work and R12 agree within the statistical limits and the value of the power-law slope for satellite occupation is consistent with our results. We however emphasize that there are a number of factors that complicate a direct comparison between our work and that of R12. In particular, the majority of the redshifts for the PlanckSZ clusters are obtained using archival data. Hence, the selection function of PlanckSZ clusters is potentially biased by a heterogeneous, redshift-dependent mass completeness (Planck Collaboration et al. 2015 ).
In the current work, as well as in C13, we tried to obtain the MOF of optically luminous quasars selected from the SDSS. However, since the connection between the central engine of a quasar and its host halo is believed to be a universal phenomenon, results at other wavelengths should be strongly related to our MOF constraints for SDSS quasars. For example, Richardson et al. (2013) obtained the MOF of X-ray-selected AGN from the 2PCF measurements of Allevato et al. (2011) and showed that the C12 model is capable of explaining the occupation functions of both optically luminous quasars and of X-ray selected AGN. As a further example, recent work by Singh et al. (2017) suggests that the MOF derived from the 2PCF of X-ray selected quasars using the C12 model by Richardson et al. (2013) is compatible with occupation predictions from the X-ray luminosity function of Aird et al. (2015) , once the selection function of the X-ray telescope is taken into account.
Multiple other results suggest that a model similar to that of C12 can explain the MOF of X-ray-selected AGN. Allevato et al. (2012) et al. (2015) we propose to carry out a theoretical study on the redshift evolution of quasars.
The input from the current work will be crucial in this context. the present case, we have assumed that the data is sampled from a probability distribution that corresponds to a superposition of two Gaussians of equal weight. Both of the Gaussians have a mean corresponding to the observed value at each point. One of the Gaussians has a standard deviation corresponding to the positive uncertainty, while the other has a standard deviation corresponding to the negative uncertainty. Under this set of assumptions, the correlation matrix is
for each data point i, where we have adopted a superposition of j = 2 Gaussians to characterize the error on each datum.
Following Hogg et al. (2010) we define the probability of obtaining our dataset as:
where a i j is the assigned weight factor. Normalization requires that ∑ 
where K is an arbitrary constant and N is the total number of data points.
We multiply L by a flat, uninformative prior in order to calculate a posterior probability.
Finally, we MCMC sample the space of this posterior using the Python package emcee (from the origin) of the intercept that we are trying to estimate. This approach causes the linear fit to treat all slopes equally. In Fig. 3 , we display our inferred distributions for the slope and the intercept.
For this work, we initialized 50 MCMC walkers and allowed them each to make 10 5 steps. We discarded the first 4 × 10 4 steps for all of the walkers as a "burn-in" phase, based on an auto-correlation study of the walker position series. We stopped the burn-in when the auto-correlation decayed to zero, indicating that the walker positions had become independent, as is desired for a Markov chain. 
